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There are three basic kinds of RCFs:
- kaolin or clay-based products, where the clay is obtained in mining;
- blends of alumina and silica with metal oxide additives (chromium (2-3%), zirconium (15-25%));
- high-purity blends of silica and alumina.

RCFs are either blown or spun from molten clay (kaolin), or, molten alumina and silica mixtures (roughly 50% each). The diameters of fibres produced are usually between 1-3 microns or micrometers (1µm = 0.001 mm). Raw RCFs usually look like a white or gray fibrous material supplied in bulk fibre, or blanket form. They can also be part of solid products such as cast refractories used as insulation for furnaces.

The silica part of the final product is not crystalline silica, rather the silica molecule has been combined with the alumina to form an alumino-silicate. After use in high temperature applications the silicate may be transformed into crystalline silica (cristobalite) if the temperature is high enough (greater than 1000°C).

WHERE ARE RCFS FOUND IN THE WORKPLACE?

There is only one producer of RCFs in Canada so the bulk of the RCFs used in industry are imported from the US. There are a number of factories that take bulk RCF and manufacture it into a product to be sold to other industries. The vacuum forming of refractory materials is a common RCF process. Ceramic fibres can also be mixed with other refractory materials and cast into specific shapes. Some RCFs are woven into textiles for fire prevention or insulation.

RCF containing manufactured products can be found in the steel, petrochemical, ceramic, automotive and primary metal industries. They are mainly used for insulation; reinforcement; and fire protection for furnaces, heaters, kiln linings, furnace doors and other high-temperature uses (up to 1425°C). Some of the newer RCF applications include car parts (catalytic converters, metal reinforcement, heat shields, brake pads) and in the aerospace industry (heat shields).

WHAT HAPPENS TO RCFS AFTER USE IN HIGH TEMPERATURES?

At high temperatures (above 1000°C) the silica in the RCF changes into a particular form of crystalline silica called cristobalite. It has been suggested that cristobalite starts to form after 3000 hours at 1100°C, 300 hours at 1200°C, and 50 hours at 1300°C, however, actual rates of transformation will vary from application to application.

HOW CAN A WORKER BE EXPOSED TO RCF?

The situations in which a worker can be exposed to RCF are: during the manufacture, processing, installation, and removal of RCFs or RCF containing products.

RCFs get into the body primarily by breathing in fibres. In order to be of concern, the fibres must be thin enough (<5 µm in diameter) to penetrate the lungs defenses to get to the sensitive areas of the lungs where oxygen gets absorbed in the blood. The lung has difficulty removing long thin fibres and thus has to wait until they
break into smaller pieces or dissolve. For RCFs this process of removal from the lungs can take longer than for fibreglass fibres and other SVFs but is takes less time than for asbestos. Fibres removed from the lungs by the lung’s defense system (by coughing up and swallowing) will find their way into the digestive tract.

Skin and eye surface contact is another way workers can be exposed to RCFs. Contaminated skin and work clothing can lead to further inhalation and/or ingestion exposure.

WHAT ARE THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF RCF?

The most readily experienced health effect associated RCF exposure is skin, eye, nose, and throat irritation. This irritation can be caused by simple mechanical irritation or it may be as a result of a reaction to a chemical coating applied to the fibre during the manufacturing process.

When removing used RCF insulation and refractory material from high temperature applications (above 1000°C), inhaling crystalline silica is a concern. Repeated high exposures over many years can lead to silicosis. Silica is a recognized cause of lung cancer.

Another major long-term health concern with RCFs exposure is the possibility that these fibres can cause the same health effects as asbestos. Researchers have found that asbestos-related health effects are due to the shape and durability of the asbestos fibre. Small diameter (<5 µm) and long (>5-10 µm) fibres which remain in the body for a long time (months to years) seem to carry the greatest health risks. Thus, if another kind of fibre has the same shape as an asbestos fibre and remains in the lungs for a long time, one can expect similar health effects. RCFs, probably more than any other SVF seem to fit these criteria. While the diameters of RCFs are larger than asbestos fibre diameters, they are still small enough to find their way into the lungs. RCFs are also quite durable in the body (not as durable as asbestos however).

Animal experiments were carried out in order to test whether RCFs could cause similar effects as asbestos. The results of these tests carried out by the manufacturers of RCF found that asbestos type health effects occurred in the test animals: cancer of the lining of the lung (mesothelioma), cancer of the lung, scarring of the lungs and the lining around the lungs. In fact in some experiments the health effects on the animals were more severe for RCFs than for chrysotile asbestos. Not all the animal species tested showed the same rates of health effects and most studies only found effects at high exposure levels (higher than normally experienced in the workplace except for some furnace insulation tear-outs). Despite these reservations about the animal studies, all researchers agree that RCFs can cause asbestos type health effects in animals.

Once it was realized that high exposures to RCFs might be associated with asbestos type health effects, the next logical question is what about the health of exposed workers? To date very few studies have been performed. One on-going study of workers in an RCF manufacturing plant found up to 20% of workers had chest X-rays that showed effects on the lining of their lungs (pleural plaques) which is usually interpreted as a tell-tale sign of asbestos exposure. Other industry-based studies have shown drops in lung function over the years.

OHCOW is aware of only one study sponsored by the Refractory Ceramic Fiber Coalition (an industry group) which has looked at the cancer rates among RCF exposed workers. Very early results are showing no mesotheliomas and no excess lung cancer to date, however, the results thus far are very early. Industry projections of the risk suggest that a cancer effect cannot yet be ruled out, however, it is less potent than amosite asbestos but cannot be proven yet to be less potent than chrysotile asbestos.

Despite the lack of studies on RCF exposed workers, the Canadian Environmental Protection Agency (1993) classified RCFs as probably carcinogenic to humans (Group II) based on the animal evidence alone. Similarly, the International Agency for Research on Cancer classifies RCFs as a possible carcinogen (group 2B). The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) has an A2 designation (suspected human carcinogen) for RCFs.
HOW CAN RCFS EXPOSURE BE CONTROLLED IN THE WORKPLACE?

Studies have determined that it may be not practical to substitute RCFs with any other type of fibre in furnace insulation applications (where RCFs were used originally as a substitute for asbestos). In other applications substitutes for RCFs may be available.

If RCFs cannot be eliminated from the workplace by substitution, then engineering controls are the best way of controlling workplace exposures. Either the process or the worker can be isolated/enclosed so that any exposure is essentially prevented from entering the breathing zone of workers.

If isolation or enclosure (at the source) doesn’t work, local exhaust ventilation is the next option in preventing exposure. Capturing the dust as close as possible to the source of the emission point is the most effective ventilation strategy for preventing exposure.

Where ventilation cannot be effectively used personal protective equipment (PPE) may be required as the last line of exposure prevention.

Air monitoring should be conducted periodically to ensure workers are being protected. Since there are no specific exposure limits for RCF in Ontario, the ACGIH has an 8-hour TLV of 0.2 f/cc (fibres per cubic centimeter of air) should be used as a guideline. Workers exposed to RCFs should be provided with information, instruction and training on health effects of RCFs, exposure prevention strategies, safe working procedures and hygiene practices.

Given that the evidence so far suggests RCFs have health effects similar to that of asbestos, it is recommended that asbestos-type exposure precautions be used when handling RCFs.

WHAT IS THE WORKPLACE EXPOSURE LIMIT FOR RCFS?

The current Ontario Regulation respecting Control of Exposure to Biological or Chemical Agents – made under the Occupational Health & Safety Act has no specific reference to refractory ceramic fibres. The RCF industry has argued that the appropriate standard should be 0.5 f/cc (8-hour TWA). The province of Alberta has established an exposure limit of 0.5 f/cc (8-hour TWA). The ACGIH has an exposure limit (TLV or Threshold Limit Value) for refractory ceramic fibres to 0.2 f/cc, with an A2 designation (suspected human carcinogen).
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